Questions, Answers, Facts & Troubleshooting

Regular Computer Cabinet

1. Is the Regular CPU cabinet explosion proof?
   No, the Regular CPU cabinet is not explosion proof.

2. My Plexiglas door is cracked, can I order a replacement?
   Yes, you can order a replacement door.
   Please contact Dedoes.

3. Where do I find the casters for my cabinet?
   They are located in a small box enclosed in the lower section of the Regular CPU cabinet.
   Assembly instructions are included.

4. What color is the Regular CPU cabinet available in?
   The Regular CPU cabinet is only available in white.

5. Can one person assemble the casters?
   To safely assemble the casters, Dedoes recommends using two people due to the weight of the cabinet.

6. Where can I store the keyboard and mouse?
   The Regular CPU cabinet is equipped with a pull out drawer for a keyboard and mouse.

7. How many shelves are included with my regular CPU cabinet?
   One adjustable shelf is included with the Regular CPU cabinet.

If you would like to speak with a Sales Representative or a Technician, please call us at 248-624-7710. For technical support on our products or additional accessories, please visit our web site: www.dedoes.com.